




MEMORANDUM

To: Professor B, Alden Thresher
From: R., WW. Willard

Subject: Predicting freshman performance of women students, 1953 - 1956.

Recent discussions about women students at M.I. T. led me to make a

small survey of our success in predicting the academic achievement in the
{irst term of the freshman year of women entrants, Below are tabulated the
records of women entrants in the period 1953 ~- 1956,

Women entering freshman class in

1853

3.322

Mean actual first term rating "26

Number entering

 y 154 10585

21

1956

3, 68

2.58

I'or purposes of comparison, here are corresponding figures for the
classes as a whole (which includes women).

All U.S, citizens entering freshman class
from secondary schools in

1953 * 1954

3. 21 -e 2Mean predicted first term rating

Mean actual first term rating :

Number entering

--~
 aw db lo

519 878

1055

38

or ol

852

1956

3.78

3.16

852

* Figures for students entering in 1953 exclude certain students for whom some
prediction data, e, g. rank in class, was not available,

As you can see, we have admitted women students whose predicted

achievement is in line with all the students admitted, The achievement made by
these women in recent years is, however, not in line, Specifically, the girls
entering in 1955 and 1956 not only did poorly, but they did far worse than we
might have expected,

I have made statistical tests of significance on the errors of prediction
of women students as compared to errors for the class as a whole, These

errors are given on the following page.



Mean c¢rrors of prediction for entrants in

1953
All entrants

VVomen entrants

0.00
0.04

Difference: women minus all -0.04

1954
 vu Sa

0.,~:3-=\e- -L

3 1956
-0. 62
-1. i0

-0. 48

The comparisons in 1953 and 1954 are not significant. In 1955 the
comparison is significant at about the 5% level; in 1956 at less than the 1% level,
It appears, then, that women did increasingly worse in first term achievement

than they might have been expected to. Iam quite anxious, therefore, to follow
up the achievement of 1957 woinen entrants,

One hypothesis I attempted to test was that the second "dormitory" for
women and its undesirable consequences affected the achievement of the women

living there in 1956. The figures for a breakdown of women students by
residence are given below.

Women entrants in

1953 1954 1955 i956
Living at First Dorm
(120 Bay State Road)

Mean F, T.R.,
Mean predictions
Mean error of prediction
Number

Living at Second Dorm

Mean F.,T, R.
Mean prediction
Mean error of prediction
Number

Living at Home

Mean F, T. R.

Mean prediction
Mean error of prediction
Number

Living Elsewhere

Mean F, T. R.,
Mean prediction
Mean error of prediction
Number

3.48 3.04 2, 64 2.55
3.39 3,41 3.47 3.84

0.09 -0. 37 -0. 83 -1,29
3 7 7 7

2.50
3. 60

-1.10
12

 &gt; ap

dir

3. 34 3.64 2.68 3.14
3.30 3.85 3.25 3.59
0.04 -0.21 -0,57 -0, 45
7 3 2 2

2,96 4,11 2.59
2. 95 3.74 3.13
0.01 -0.37 -0,. 54
1 2



It appears that the effects of the second dormitory on achievement

were nil. There is, however, some suggestion (numbers prevent significance)
that girls living in the dormitories will do worse than they might be expected to,

-inother hypothesis I considered was that girls planning to enter the
School of Engineering may do worse than expected since their professional
objectives are not in concordance with the professional opportunities for
women in engineering, traditionally a "man's" profession. While there is a
suggestion that these women were underachievers to a greater extent than the

women planning other professional studies, there was no statistical
significance because of the small numbers involved,
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March 16, 1964

A Program for Women at M.I.T.

Introduction

Now that the first tower of McCormick Hall stands as immutable tes-

timony to the decision that women are to remain a permanent part of
M.I.T.'s student body, we can no longer beg the issues that have so long
lain unresolved. We cannot responsibly admit women or members of any
other numerical minority group into the Institute without extending to
them, as to all other students, our policy of concern for the total edu-
cation of the individual. It is easy to understand that some ninetv-iour
years ago when Ellen Swallow, the intrepid Vassar graduate applied for
admission, the Faculty Committee that reviewed her request was baffled.
One is impressed with the fairness of those men who, having studied the
charter and found no restrictions on the acceptance of women, acmitted
that first woman applicant to classes, though they had assumed throughout
the first ten years of their Institute's operation that it was for ren
only. It is harder to understand how during nearly a century of grcwth
and development from a small technical school into a great university
M.I.T. could have remained so baffled by the problem of ‘what to do
about the ladies,'" and could have continued to maintain itself as an

institution "designed primarily for men." For curiously enough 1.I.T.
has never been able to bring itself to exclude women once and for all

from its enrollment, but neither has it been willing to allocate the
funds that would be necessary were it to become a truly coeducaticnal
institution. Over the years a convenient myopia has succeeded ia tlur-
ring our vision to the anomalies in our attitudes and policies in much
the same way that tcken integration and intellectual tolerance in the
North has shielded us from observing our discriminatory racial practices.
Even in fairly recent years our unwritten and self-contradictcry apclo-
Zia would probably have read somewhat as follows:

I. M.I.T, is not really a good place for women: the high ratio of
men to women is not really healthy; the educational program is designed
for men; the facilities for women are lacking or inadequate.



2. We cannot afford to improve the facilities aud opportunities for
them because to do so would be to make a finzncial investment dispropor-
tionate to the percentage of the student group they represent,

J. We must be very cautious about allowing an increase in the women's
enrollment because of point 1, and, more important, because it would dis-
place men who, after all, have the greater right to an M.I.T, education,
who will perform better in school, and who will use their education lenger
and more productively after completing their degrees than women.

4. We do not encourage schools to send us their most gifted girls as
well as boys, and in publications we play down the presence of women in
the student body because there is no point in having a lot more good ap-
plicants than we will take.

5. Because cf points 1, 3, and 4 the applicant group has remained
manageably small and not terribly select. The number of those who meet
our high personal and academic requirements has been small, and we have
been able to limit our class still further since we accept only as many
as we can house on campus (and so back to point 2 etc.).

6. Once enrolled, women are treated exactly like anybody else.
There are so few that they are statistically insignificant. No records
are kept on them as a discrete group since they do not affect the accu-

racy of the records on men. This proves that even if we predetermine
the applicant group by our policies, maintain a quota on numbers, and
do not feel we can provide them with residential and non curricular

programs, we do not in any way single them out or discriminate against
them.

Thus we have clung silently to many of the late 19th century atti-
tudes so loudly voiced in those first years when higher education was
made available to women. The idea that to educate women displaces an
equivalent number of men can only be held if one assumes both univer-

sity and universe to be the exclusive and rightful "property! of men.
In recent years there has been increasingly less attempt to limit or
axclude women in graduate and undergraduate schools on the grounds that
they are categorically less gifted than men (though one sometimes stili
hears this with specific reference to scientific and technologiczl fields),
and it has instead been stressed that women are at worst a risk since

many have not entered the field for which they trained, and at bezt are a

poor investment since even if they are employed in their fields they will
probably work 10 to 15 years less than a man of eguivalent training.
There have been many obvious and valid reasons for men to feel this way,
just as there have been many valid, though less obvious, reasons vny
women have citen seemingly not used their innate capabilities and educa-
tion as fully as could be expected,



4,I,T, 1s said to have entered a new period in its history at the end
of World War II. In the two decades since that time it has espoused a phi-
losophy of education that aszerts that each individual must reaiize his
fullest potential through the finest and highest education possible, and
stresses the respect and appreciation for differences among people, the
recognition of society's need for many kinds of ability, and the value of
the scientist or engineer who combines technical skill and intellectual ob-
jectivity with a sense of service and responsibility to his fellowmen. It
Is not coincidental that the Institute's presidents during this time of its
tremendous growth and greatest advances have all three personified this
educational ideal. Coupled with these emphases a rapid development of re-
sidential and recreational programs for men, and the expansion and improve-
ment of the humanities curriculum has taken place. The recent exhaustive
and penetrating report on the Housing for Undergraduate Men from the Com=
mittee on Student Environment is evidence of M,I.T's continued belief in
the importance of the educational role of residential environment and non-
curricular activity, It is within this context that we must now find the

means to create a vital and appropriate environmental setting for our women
and a program that will reflect our awareness that their interests, recrea-

tional activities, housing conditions, and counseling needs differ from
those of men in many respects but are in no way less important.

Before we can make intelligent or informed recommendations about the

future place of women at N,I.T. or even suggest answers to the most pres-
8ing questions raised by the possibility of completing McCormick Hall by
building the second tower, we must have high-level administrative decisions
and direction, le need:

the formulation of a philosophy of women's education in science and
engineering, and the establishment of the place of that philosophy within
the total educational aims and policies of the Institute, This assumes a
clarification of the distinguishing characteristics M,I,T. understands it's
education to possess, the qualities and kinds of students whom it feels
can best profit frem this kind of education, and the criteria by which it
judges how well it's degree holders "use their education or contribute to
society:

the publicizing of this philosophy and the basis for it, which hope-
fully would rest upon the most recent findings of psychologists, scciclo-
gists, and educators about the intelligence and motivation of women, the
changing social and economic patterns, and the future needs of our society;
the education of faculty, staff, and students for the acceptance of such a
philosophy would be essential:

the determination, based on this philosophy, of the size of the women
student body by:



either the establishment of a rationale fcr the numerical or per-
centage limitation on the number of women who may be admitted to
the undergraduate and graduate schools assuming the present size
of both schools:

or the decision to increase the entering freshmen (and first year
graduate classes) by maintaining the 850-900 men per class while
adding an annual women's entering group gradually increasing up
to 200 per year over the next 10 years;

or the decision to admit applicants without any regard for the
Individual's sex, either assuming the present size of both
schools, or assuming some specific rate of growth per class
over the next years.



I. The Present Situation of Vomen at M,I.T.

A. The Admissions and Residence Picture,

Undergraduate

During the first semester, 1963-64, there were approxi-
mately 260 women registered as full or part-time students, about evenly
divided between graduate and undergraduate schools:

104 regular undergraduate women (2.8% of student body)
19 special (including 3 cross registered from Radcliffe)

123 total undergraduate women

99 regular graduate women (3.7% of student body)
40 special (including 74 cross registered from Harvard

139 total graduate women Graduate School

Since the purchase of 120 Bay State Road and the policy
statement of February, 1957, the enrollment of undergraduate women has
been limited to the number who could be housed as freshmen in M.I.T.
owned and supervised dwellings, plus those who were willing and able
to commute from homes in the Boston area. During this period, in spite
of increased applications from women and the resultant possibility of
greater selectivity and higher personal and academic qualifications, the
percentage of the undergraduate student body who are women has remained
below 3%. According to figures given by the Admissions Office the fol-
lowing table approximates the facts of the women application and enroll-
ment in the years 1959-64,

tn ng 1:20

271

1261

257

McCormick Hall Opens
1962 1963 1964

263 ~o8

Gross

Applications
Completed
Applications

Admissable
Candidates

Admitted (first
round and WL) 32 ou

Registered in
freshman class 21 24

(includes mavericks,
foreign student or transfers called freshmen, 2nd year freshmen)

388

214

130%

70

[5%

—————————————

* estimated



in a recent meeting of admissions » financial aid, and dean's office
staff several interesting statements vere made by the admissions officers
present. They said that because of the availability of residence quarters
in McCormick Hall for the present academic year, 1963-64, they had been
able to increase the number of girls oflered admission to yield 392-35
freshmen and thereby actually had offered admission to all of those can-
didates whom they would really have liked to have," It was their im-
pression that in this group there had been "very nearly" the same spread
of personal-scholastic index ratings that occur in the male student body.
Now they seem to feel, before actually reviewing the "pool of possibleg
for next year's class » that 1f they set 70 as the maximum number to
whom admission can be offered in order to obtain no more than 45 in the
entering class of 1968, they will again have accepted all those whom
they are anxious to have, and will obtain a distribution roughly equiv-
alent to that found in the male population. But even if we assume that
our applicant group will continue to oblige us by providing us with a
number we decide we can admit so nearly approximating the number of
those we "really would like to take," sooner rather than later we are
going to have to look at the sharp rise in completed applications that
has coincided with the opening of McCormick Hall. In order even to
"hold the line" at between 35-40 entering freshmen, we will have to ex-
clude all graduate women from the dormitory by September 1966, and we
must anticipate a still larger number of first-rate candidates who will
have to be refused admission.

Although the first tower of McCormick Hall was constructed to house
116 girls, only 90 were in residence during the first term of operaticn.
This was partly because on campus living was not required of upperclass
coeds who had entered before September 1962 (the present sophomores),
and partly because of the small upperclasses that resulted from the
former limitations on the number of freshmen women who could be accom

modated in 120 Bay State Road. As of this writing, the make-up of the
House is as follows:

freshmen 36 (all except local commuters)
sophomores 18 (all)
juniors 10 (out of 19)
seniors 3 (out of 25)
Sth yr.arch. 1
graduates _14 (out of 99)

87 total

For the year 1964-65 we estimate that the distribution of class in
McCormick Hall will be about as follows:

seniors '65 3
juniors '66 18
scphomores '67 32

52

(out of 19)
out of 13)

estimated
freshmen 43

'
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of the approximately 13 vacancies, some (perhaps 3-6) may be taken by
transfers, and from 1-3 by graduate women serving as House Tutors,
Any remaining places will be made available for other graduate women,
but the number cannot fail to be small,

These figures allow for some addition by transfer in or commuters
moving on campus, and some attrition by transfer out, dismissal or with-
drawal; we have also assumed that some students will marry and become
commuters, while others will continue to prefer to live with their
parents or relatives in the vicinity. Occasionally a girl may, under
unusually severe financial pressure, be allowed to take a rocm and
board job with a family in the area. We plan to continue to require
all unmarried women students to live on campus unless they live at
home or with an approved family. We do not expect to "force" local
students to commute either by denying them dormitory accommodations or
by withhdlding whatever additional financial aid might be necessary to
move them from the commuter to the resident budget, since this would
be in direct conflict with our attempts to realize the aims of the res~
idential program. (See Interim Report of the Committee on Undergraduate
Housing.)

By September, 1965, we will have to exclude all graduate women,
and still cut back the size of the entering class to 25 or 30, although
by that time we must anticipate a still large number of excellent can-
didates who will have to be denied admission for no reason other than

lack of on campus living quarters.

If we are to maintain even the present number of entering wcmen per
class, let alone look forward to increasing the number so that the wozen's
population becomes the equivalent of, say, one of the men's undergraduate
houses (350-400), we shall need to have a second unit of McCormick Hall

open by the autumn of 1966.

Graduate.

There has not yet been sufficient time or opportunity to gather
very much data on trends in the application and admission of women to
the graduate departments. In aa informal and general discussion this
nonth with members of the Committee on Graduate School Policy, the regis-
tration officers present indicated that to the best of their knowledge
there was no quota, and no "discrimination! (unless a slight inverse one)
reflected in the low number of women presently studying for advanced

degrees at the Institute.

21 of 1080 candidates for the S5.M. (l1.9%)are women
72 of 1507 candidates for the Ph.D. and Sc.D. (4.77%) are women

6 of 38 candidates for the M.,C.P., (15%) are women
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Apparently few women apply to most graduate departments and of those
who apply only a small portion are of sufficiently high caliber to
meet the standard for admission.

Of the 99 graduate women only 14 requested residence in McCormick
Hall and have remained there. Even if in the next few years there
should be a marked rise in the enrollment of single women in the grad-
uate schools, so long as the only available dormitory for women is
predominantly undergraduate, there will probably not be a rapid increase
in the number requesting accommodations. On the other hand, if separate
accommodations were to become available for them in the Graduate House
(a proposal the Bitters and Mr, Simha have brought to our attention),
or 1f separate quarters were to be structured and reserved for them in

planning the expansion of McCormick Hall, a considerably larger number
might find on campus residence desirable and pleasant, If many grad-
uate women are to be attracted to campus residence, the cost of living
In a dormitory will have to be comparable to the cost of living inde-
pendently, and the convenience, excellence of study conditions, and
social and recreational opportunities will have to be viewed by us as
a gratuitous bonus, not an argument why they should pay the additional
$300-500 a year it now costs a woman to live on campus instead of in
a shared apartment.

Several of the suggestions for the arrangement of student rooms
in the proposed second tower might well be very attractive to graduate
women (as to undergraduates), and might encourage more graduates to
live in the second tower until such time as a separate house, or accom-
modations in Graduate House might be made available to them. As has
been suggested above only a few can be accommodated in McCormick Hall
in the ccming year, and probably none the following season so this is
an imminent, not a long-range problem,

B. Financial Aid

No observations about past policies would be appropriate since
there is a newly appointed Director of Financial Aid and a ''new look"

in the department. The present table summarizes what iL:have been able
to learn to date about undergraduate financial aid, we womeh.

ward



1964
Number in Class 25
Total receiving aid 12
Number receiving gift aid 9*
Median Award $ 1300
Number receiving loan aid 1
Median Award $ 1700
Number known to be recipients 3
of outside aid (N.M,G.M.etc)
Number refused aid - J

( *1 also receiving N.M,in 1964, 2 each in
1965-1966)

1966 1967
21 38
13 12
13% 11

"200 $1450
3

, 400
12

It would very likely be of interest to those who counsel the women
to know more about the financial arrangements which both undergraduate
and graduate women make to meet their educational expenses, Since the
cost of M,I.T. is easily that of the Heavenly Seven (as it is of the
Ivy League), and since the greatest number of women students who refused
MeI.T,'s offer of admission in the last two years did so on the grounds
of lower cost or greater financial aid at the schools they accepted, it
would be helpful to look into this whole area. The problem of how much
self-help it is reasonable to expect from term time jobs and loans is
also a subject to review, In general, many of our attitudes about fi-
nancial aid are those that were current twenty years ago, but which have
been modified in many schools, especially during the last ten years.
Since we are requiring 4 years of dormitory living for undergraduate women,
and the additional expense ($300-500 per year) is enough to strain those
who are self-supporting or whose families are already making the largest
contribution they can, we may indirectly increase our refusal rate at the

time of admission or work hardships unwittingly on upperclassmen, As sym-
pathetic and helpful as the personnel of the Financial aid office is y iL
will take awhile before students ccme freely to talk over real or imagined
financial difficulties, and we should in the meantime encourage them in
this direction.

At this time we do not have any data on fellowships or assistantships
neld by graduate women, though we should accumulate and study this infor-
mation,
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C. Academic Situation

Reasons for non-accertance cof admissicn

Not all of the hand picked few to whom we offer undergraduate
admission accept our offer. Since many of those who refuse us are high
on our priority list, it may be instructive to read the statements of
those who take the trouble to explain "why" when our Admission Offices
questions them, and to see which collegas are "competing with us for
this select group of young women, Three reasons aprear, singly or in
some combination, on every reply. One, already mentioned, is the higher
cost or lower financial aid award of M.I.T. when compared to that of the
college accepted. The second is the feeling that they wanted a more varied
and broader liberal arts curriculum together with their science major than
they understood M.I.T, to offer or its requirements to allow. The third
Is that they, or their parents, felt that the very small number of women
at M,I.T. create a less desiratle social environment than could be found

in other institutions of comparable academic quality. The following is
the break-down of replies.

Reascns given:

Class
of 166

Akg

Reasons given:

Class
of '67

KhhkhhdhdAR TA

Colleges accepted instead of M,I.T%

Financial: 6 Broader Curriculum; 7

Radcliffe 2 Radcliffe 3
Vassar 1 Swartkmcre 1
Brandeis 1 Cornell 1
Mich.State 1 Stanford 1
Un of N,H, 1 Jn.of Pa,

Financial:13
Douglass i
N, Eastern 1
Ccrnell

Marymount
Reed
R.P.I.
Rice
Rensselaer
Stanford
Mich State
UC. of Mich
Us of Minn

Broader Curriculum: 7

Radcliffe 5
Stanford 1
Vassar 1

Ratio of men
to women: 6

Radcliffe 2
Swarthmore 1
Cornell
Stanfcrd
Un, of Pa,

x

Ratio of men
to wcmen: 4

Radcliffe 2
U.of Mich, 1
Cornell 1

 LAY ATRRRSRRR

* where more than one reason was given, the girl has been listed under
each of those categories.
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while most of us certainly feel that students should study in what-
ever college they feel is best suited to their needs, we should not dis-
regard these negative responses as simply indications that thcse were
girls who probably should not have come to M.I.T. any way. We might well
be able to get a considerably higher acceptance rate among our first
choice of prospective students by dealing with the three factors working
against us in a fairly simple and direct fashion,

¢irst, the high cost of M.I,T. will remain a stumbling block for the
good but not superlative admissions candidate who is without strong finan-
cial backing from home. Eventually it is possible that we might want to
participate through College Scholarship Service in the exchange of award
information which those other colleges to which our women candidates for

admission most frequently also apply.
second, the concern expressed about the imbalance between science

and humanities requirements at M,I.T. has validity for the student who 18
undecided about which area to enter, and even for the student who defi-
nitely wants a profession in science or engineering but who has generally
broad interests and would like to develop these while preparing for intens-
Lve specialization at the graduate level, On the other hand, a science cOn-
centration is often considered more demanding than other majors in other
kinds of colleges or universities, and students may overestimate the num=
ber of electives or amount of flexibility they will gain by attendance
at a liberal arts college. In our publications we could make the compar&lt;
ison of curricula among different kinds of schools easier for the student
by including samples of programs in a given major at unnamed institutions
of various kinds. We still need to emphasize in all our public relations
rhe excellence of our humanities faculty and its offerings, and the vital-
lty of the performing arts within the M,I.T, community, Both aspects of
life at M.I.T. continue to be little known outside the Boston arca.

Third, the criticism of a generally undesirable atmosphere, egpecially
for women, at M.I.T. is also a legend with some of its sources in histor-
{cal fact but few in present reality, Certainly our own students (male
and female) and some faculty continue to perpetuate the notion cf the
[nstitute as a vast impersonal educating machine where nobody cares about
anybody and the marking curve is god. The Interim Report on Uncergraduate
Housing for Men reflects the genuine concern of the acministraticn and
much of the faculty for improving the general student environment, and
creat strides have already been taken in recent years. There is probably
little that can be done which is not already being done to cormaunicate
the development of our residential program, or our humanities and our
non-curricular programs. Since the negative aspects of the old, pre 195u,
version of M,I.T, persist, and since these characteristics just cescribed
are the ones most apt to deter girls or their parents from thinking of
M,I.T., we can expect it to take special effort to educate this part of
the public to our "new look," The completion of McCormick Hall ras already
made it possible to increase the number of women students and to wegin to
increase the sense of a women's community at M,I.T., and we are ~ertainly

now in a position to take a few extra steps that may help educate the
public about our program's inclusion of women, We might, for ezemple,



include a higher proportion of photographs showing men and women, together
with some judicious remarks about the environment for women in the regular
This is M.I.T, brochure and in the catalogue. It would also be helpful
for a time, to prepare and circulate to high school guidance counselors a
special booklet that describes the place of women at M,I.T., and dispels
old myths, A second booklet describing Tech from the women students'view
but addressed directly to prospective students would serve quite a differ-
ent purpose. Such a document has already been drafted by a special committee
of A.W.S. This wil] soon be circulated among staff members, If approved
it will be put into final form and printed by Mr, Mattill's office and
could then be made immediately available for distribution by the Admissions
and Education Council Offices,

No comparable check has been made of entering graduate students who
decided in favor of other institutions, but reactions from this group would
1lso be helpful to us as a reflection of our public image, Since we evi-
dently are not receiving any sizable portion of the ''cream of the crop" of
those women undergraduates who are going cn to study at the graduate level
in the fields in which we are strongest, it might be appropriate to do some
sleuthing to find out which colleges recommend us to which women students
and why.

Distribution among courses

Over the years there has been shifting course popularity among women
students at M,I1.T., and observable differences between graduate and under-
graduate women's selection of fields of specialization, It is not clear
how and to what extent this relates to the pecking order of prestige and
difficulty understood by the undergraduates to exist among the courses,
or whether it reflects Institute ''fashions' in courses that are peculiar
to M.I.T. or that follow national treads in fields of specialization,
Chart I, page l2a,is therefore to be read only as a summary of observation
and speculation at this time,

As can be seen in Chart II,p.12b, the distribution of undergraduate
women students presently matriculating shows the same high interest in
physics apparent over the preceding five years, But mathematics and bio-
logy, now frequently selected for specialization, were rare as majors in
classes graduating before 1948, and conversely architecture and chemistr,
the most popular disciplines before 1958 have steadily declined in favor.
We have not collected enough information on women who received advanced
degrees between 1953-63 to suggest ccmparable trends about their fields
of interest, Chart II, pagel2b, does show vivedly, however, that among
graduate women presently studying at M.I.T. the highest number have been
attracted by course XIV, Economics and Social Sciences, course V, Chemistry.
and course XX, Food Science, followed by a fairly even distribution among
courses IV, Architecture, VII, Biology, VIII, Physics, XII, Geology, and
iVIII, Mathematics,
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Chart II

Major Fields of Regularly Enrolled Undergraduate &amp; Graduate Women
1963-1964

COURSE

Freshmen

LIX Iv. v wv VII VIIT §
Undesig=-

XII XIV XV XVI XVIII XIX XX XXI XXIII nated

38

Sophomores

Juniors

Seniors

TOTAL

Undergrad.

 HY

Graduates

Undesignated
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We know little but rumor about the changes that take place in the
professional goals of our women students, and of how these are reflected
by changes of major over their years here. At present only those who
are in serious academic difficulty come to our attention, It would be
helpful to have data about when such changes are made, how often, and
from what to what course, etc, Such information could well be used for
purposes of counseling, and would also contribute to the general know-
ledge about the differing patterns of development for women who do and
do not go on to become professionally active scientists and engineers,

Lt is not easy to make statements about the academic success of women
at M,I.T. for several reasons, First it is evident from discussions in
the C,A.P. that because of the change in grade distributions made a few
years ago, the improvement in recent performance may be more a reflection
of that change in grading scale than of rising ability or performance of
the students. Secondly, no distincéicn seems to have been made on our
records beidioen girls who withdrew to transfer, withdrew for financial
reasons, withdrew to marry and move away, or withdrew to avoid being
asked to withdraw (disqualified); to try to hypothesize the reasons for
withdrawal on the bases of such circumstantial evidence as a girl's marital
state or her cum at the time of withdrawal is surely risky, The accompa-
nying chart indicates the cum of the women who graduated from Tech or left
between 1953-63, (see Chart III,page .3-a, 13-b)

Even without being able to make any significant interpretation of
these student's records, one thing is clear, Only about 54% of the women
who entered between September 1949 and September 1959 have received bach-
2lors degrees from M,I.T. While this is well above the national average
(427%) for women, it is low for the total M.I.T. population, of whem, we
are told by the Registrar's Office, about 60% complete the degree; it is
very low compared to the nearest of the 7 sisters (to which at least a
fair number of our admitted-not registered undergraduate-girls have pre-
ferred to go). There about 837% finish the A.B, in four years, Given the
general excellence of measurable ability and preparation of our own young
women, we should certainly be interested in this discrepancy, and concerned
about it. We shall want to keep track of the entire in-out, and in-out-
back-again routine, and note the factors that seem to play some part in
a girl's decision to abandon or complete her training, It would be inter-
esting to see, for example, whether there was an obvious reason for the
unusually high drop-out in the mid 50s, and whether the opening of McCor-
mick Hall will coincide with an increase in the percentage of those com-
pleting their degrees. (Certainly marriage has not been a deterrent to
completion of training for M,I.T. girls in recent years; ten of our regu-
lar undergraduate women and 24 of the graduates are married,and all are
satisfactory, and many are Dean's List students, Indeed if one may judge
by cums, conjugal felicity seems condusive to improved concentration, mo-
tivation, and study habits~an obeervation that will come as no surprise to
most of us,)
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Chart III (part 1)

Cum at Time of Graduation
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Chart III (part 2)

Cum at Time of Withdrawal
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N.B. D= disqualified
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So far as it is possible to tell from the combined comments of the
Alumni Office, the Registrar's Office, znd M,I,T.W.A,, there 18 no inform
ation on how many and which students who withdrew or were disqualified
have finished degrees in other places, Also, there is only very partial
information on the whereabouts, further study and degrees, and professicnal
activities of former students or graduates who have been here as members
of the classes from 1953 to date, The contacting of these women and the
eliciting of a considerable amount of information from them would be far
from mere coolie work. It could help provide us realistically to advise
present students with their futures and could add to our knowledge about
the patterns of life typical for women trained in science and engineering
during the first 15 years after college.

There has not yet been any attempt made to study the graduate record
or subsequent professional activities and life patterns of women who have
been students in our graduate school. This would be especially interesting,
since it is known that the more education a woman has, the greater is the

probability of her being professionally employed for more than ten years,
A well designed study of this kind would tell us a great deal about the
ways in which women ''use" their M.I.T. graduate training, and make it pos-
sible for us to find out much more than we now know about the fields which

are receptive to the employment of professional women, and the kinds of
arrangements that highly trained women and their employers work out to-
gether,

D. Problems

For women, perhaps even more than for men, the pull of the liberal
arts does not end when they enter M.I,T, The social forces that sex~1link
science to the masculine undoubtedly play a key role in the conflicts of
many of our students in this regard, There are also, however, the more
obvious causes, shared by many of the men students, for their frequent
worries about being in a school that is so wholly dedicated to the sciences
and engineering, and that has such rigidly prescribed departmental require-
nents. One group of students is and remains deeply involved with sciences
but has the over-all superior ability and broad interests that make him or
rer an emnivesrous student who feels the regular curriculum narrow and too
confining, Some of these students are sufficiently talented to be able
ro carry staggering overloads of humanities subjects, and thus eat their
cake and have it too. Most who attempt this solution, however, find it
necessary to drop a course or two along the way, and it is hard to estis
nate just how much educational value the pressures of such abortive pro-
grams have, Some find the combined major offered in course XXI an ideal
answer, and go on to graduate school in whatever area becomes the more
satisfactory, Among the women students there seems to be considerable
feeling that this last solution is '"chicken' or at least a kind of unsat-

Isfactory compromise that reflects mediocrity of ability in the hard sciences
rather than a way to combine two areas of interest.
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A few students, graduate and undargraduate, now cross-register for
an elective at Harvard-Radcliffe if they can convince the approgriate
authorities that no equivalent subject is offered by the Institute, and
Lf their academic standing is sufficiently high, In general, this seems
to be discouraged, and even if the student is given permission to take
such a course in the Harvard Square area, the time and the transportation
difficulties are usually difficult enough to make him or her think twice
and demur,

One of the most worrysome situations is that of the girl who decides
that she ''really does not want to major in science after all," The
awakening often goes hand in hand with C grades or lower in the core sub-
jects and As and Bs in the humanities, and the student with such a motly
record is caught in a serious bind, Not wanting to remain at Tech, and
mwilling to transfer to an institution of less than Tech's standards,
the student is often unable to present a record or offer a reason for
transferring that would make her a strong transfer candidate at another
selective college. Since such girls are of high ability and might actu-
ally do far better and be happier elsewhere, we should probably establish
some lines of communication with at least a few colleges who would, on
our special recommendation, give individual consideration to certain of
these people with uneven M,I.T., records,

E. Characteristics of the Present Group of lJomen Students

Because we have never kept special records on women applicants or ad-
mitted students, we know only in general terms that they are comparable to
their male counterparts in scholastic index and personality ratings. On
the other hand, even limited contact with the women who are actually here,
and access to their folders makes it impossible not to gather some inform-
aticn and form some impression of the group we admit,

In spite of being in the cost range of the most expensive wcmen's
and coeducational colleges, we have a large proportion of students from
low income and non professional backgrounds, and amother large group of
students in whose families one or both parents are trained in some branch
of science and engineering, While this may reflect at least partially
the sympathies of our admissions and financial aid policies, jit is con-
sistent with the pattern of family backgrounds observed to the typical
of men and women employed in scientific and engineering fields generally.
The following is the educational background of the parents of our pre-
sent women students.
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Fathers Mcthers

College H.S. Neither H,S, College H.S. Neither H,S.
grad, grad. por collese grad. grad. por college

Class'67
Fresh. 24

Class'66
Soph, 9

Class'65
Jrs. 0

Class'64
Srs. 10 ,
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As we increase the enrollment of women at the undergraduate level
we shall certainly want to work closely with the Financial Aid Office
to be sure that in so far as is feasible we will continue to attract
and educate the superior student from somewhat limited educational or
financial background, At the same time we will want to remember in our

counseling, and in our expectaticns for these girls, that the drop-out
among women students tends to be highest among those whose mothers have
not corimleted their education.

But regardless of background and contrary to popular male under-
graduate fiction, the M.I.T. coeds look, dress, and act like girls,
They are for the most part strong willed, determined, and individualistic.
Perhaps because M,I,T. has had a reputation for not being hospitable to
girls, and has not made much provision in its various programs for them,
the girls who in the past have been allowed to come have been either from
Intellectually and socially sophisticated families who recognize M,I.T's
prominence and trust their daughter's maturity to "go it alone," or they
are from unpretentious homes where for a daughter simply to have a chance
Lo go to a big-name college is a rare and new opportunity so that there
are few expectations of what the college experience ‘should be like,"
These young women have often had to buck quite a bit of opposition to
their goals long before they come to M,I.T,, and at least some have had
to argue with guidance counselors » teachers, parents, or older brothers
about their choice of college, Sometimes it seems that some of them have
had to scrap so long that they continue to box at shadows the whole time
they are with us.
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Strangely enough, not many of them have been school leaders, If
they have belonged to clubs they have usually not held offices, or at
least not above the secretary-treasurer post, This accounts for some
of the lack of leadership or originality felt in their dormitory and
organizations, and also for the fact that one or two dominant personal-
ities can so easily set themselves up as ''representing’’ the women stue

dents without either representing them cr being openly and bitterly
opposed, Their academic interests » and sometimes achievement and abil-
ity, are often strongly oriented around the math-science pivot, fre-
quently but not always with a corresponding weakness in verbal skills
and expressly people-centered activities, They are most frequently
described by their high school teachers as "conscientious »'"""dilligent",
"thorough," somewhat shy and reserved", and so on, But they do not
necessarily remain that way in our context, One of the really exciting
things this year has been to see the transformation of some of these
girls as they have found themselves within a group of contemporaries of
similar abilities and interests, If M,I.T, is "wrong" for some we admit,
it is even more "right" for the majority of women who are here, It is
characteristic of college people the nation over to think of their school
as the ''best", and in a sense the "only," and to view with distaste » Or
at least suspicion, the world mirrored in microcosm other than their own,
This kind of provincialism Seems especially strong among coeds at M.1.7,,
and may be in part the result of their almost exclusive concentration cn
their fields, and in part due to the fact that not many of them are, or
have time to be avid readers, As a result not many evidence any partic-
ular interest or sense of kinship with students studying in the same
fields at other institutions, or in problems common to their generation
or their sex. This has been particularly evident in the groups who have
worked on the planning of the Symposium on Women in Science and Technology,
but it is also reflected in the general lack of participation in service-
sriented activities during the year and in the summers, This kind of
observation needs to be qualified, however, because there 1s no doubt that
the pressures of their academic schedules combined with the absolute neces-
sity for so many to earn a large part of their éxpenses contributes to the
seeming selfcenteredness of their lives while at 11.I.T.

Perhaps one of the most noticeable traits of the women in the dormitory
has been the initial absence of any usual sense of community or the common
life, especially among the upperclassmen who, by and large sonly grudgingly
accepted the establishment of a dormitory, and have tended to view it as
a restriction of their independence and a negation of the Institute's

"former Policy" of treating them like adults, It is gratifying to see the
glimmerings of a new feeling emerge under the patient and marvelously pos-
itive guidance of the Bryants, Especially freshmen and sophomores increas-
ingly seem to find the dormitory a strong rallying place, are understand-
ably proud of their MeI.Tes residence, and are tentatively beginning to
take advantage of the social opportunities it offers. It would be surpris-
ing and disappointing if this were not the case, for in apparent contradic-
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tion to the expressed resistence to making the dormitory a "home" in a
"community, there has been an unbroken tradition of high esprit de corps
among the undergraduate women. Although this small group has more than
[ts share of competitiveness, cliques, gossip, and power politics (or
perhaps they are only more visable because of the smallness), they have
naintained over the years a strong sense of being'the M.I.T. coeds," and
have close ties and deep loyalties to one another by virtue of that common
bond. There continues to be strong group pride at this time, -a fact
evidenced, for example, by the concern of a number of old guard who fear
that if the number of coeds were increased the quality would be decreased
proportionately, and by those who report that something must be done about
so-and-80 ‘'wvho is not studying and will ruin our reputation.’ It would
be, one suspects, unusual in most schools for six juniors and seniors to
come to see a dean, the week after grades are sent out, to ask how best

to help various other students whose grades have been low. Yet this
happened this winter. Upperclass women are generous with their time in
tutoring or conducting quiz review sections without pay, and they also
give much equally gratuitous and invaluable advice, encouragement, and
words of wisdom or warning to the younger students. These are marvelous
traits to build on as the House grows and the program expands, and we will

want to do everything possible to assist the girls in retaining this pride
and the solidarity.

The graduate women students, with the exception of recent Tech alumnae,
seem to have little of the sense of identification either with ii,I.T. gener-

ally or with the "M,1,T, coed" group. They are in many ways more lost or
at least invisdable in the Institute than the undergraduate women have ever
been. Some, of course, could not care less. They may be married (about
one third are) and have a social life completely apart from the institute,
or they may be in a course with several other congenial women students
and a number of unmarried men. But many are not married; many are the

only woman in their department and feel isolated if most of the men arcund
rhem are married, and therefore not inclined to include them, "hile some
departments undoubtedly have fairly close social contacts among faculty
and students outside the lab or classrooms, others have virtually none.
These women are, in spite of their being older and more academically ad-
vanced, often more anxious for informal counseling than undergraduates,
The problems of the feasibility or desirability of combining marriage and
employment, the worry of whether they are "losing" precious time by emback-
ing on a long program of advanced study and may never marry because of it,
as well as the usual academic problems not handled by their department
faculty members are important, Ue need to take more notice cf these women;
we should consider enlisting the cooperation of the Graduate House and
Graduate Council in establishing an orientation program for the first year
graduate woman, This might include introducing her socially to any other
women students in her course, and also to any women staff members in the

department, and possibly even to young alumnae employed in her field living
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In the Boston area, The Bitters have indicated that they would be happy
to see that the graduate vomen as well as residents of McCormick Hall
are invited to Graduate House mixers? Poser gr possibility of providing
them with living accommodations on campus either in Graduate House, or in
a special unit of McCormick Hall, perhaps with their'cwn''commons taken at
Graduate House ,is discussed on page 38, of this report. Certainly the
Dean's Office could and will do more to get to know and be available to
these women, and to help them in any way possible,

The Association of omen Students— enon Of omen otudents

The AWS has a history about as long as that of women at M,I,T. It
was established in 1399 "to promote greater fellowship among Institute
women,' and its first two presidents were the wife of William Barton
Rogers, the first and then incumbent president of M.,I.T.,, and M,I.T.'s
first woman student, Ellen Swallow Richards, by then a faculty wife and
herself an instructor in Sanitary Chemistry at the Institute, From its
early roster it appears that AYS was comprised not cnly of students, but
also of women faculty and interested staff wives- the "women of the Insti-
tute’ in the broadest sense.

In recent years AWS has been primarily an undergraduate organization,
though recent graduates remaining at Tech for graduate study were welccme
and often active, In addition to its Big Sister program of orientation
for the Freshmen women, AWS has for some years held a Christmas open-house
in the Cheney Room, worked on an annual contribution to the All Tech Sing,
and raised money to pay its expenses by a spring Bake Sale, dts base of
Firations was and has remained the Cheney Room, and its‘hagebeen the group

used Cheney Room most. To many of the older students and young alum-
nae still around Tech, the opening of ifcCormick Hall seemed to pose a threat
to AVS, and some of them seemed to feel that when the dorm began to have a
life of its own, neither AUS nor Cheney would serve any function, Recently
there has been considerable open discussion about the whole relationship of
McCormick Hall and AWS, It now looks as though the women awe beginning to
see that it would be both possible and desirable for there to be both the
living unit with its own internal structure and government designed to cope
with the life within its walls , and the AVS as an inclusive organization
representing all women students at M.I.T, in this capacity and able to
speak for the group to Inscomm and the administration, and to support ac.iv-
ities within and outside the Institute, The student art exhibit, and the
Conference on omen in Science s scheduled for next fall ys are two irmediate

Projects far better sponsored by AWS than the dorm. The recently elected
officers of AllS are a particularly responsible and interested group who
will undoubtedly be able to ride the waves of this transition period, and
come up with some excellent ways to realize the potential of AVS,
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F, Present Facilities for Vomen

Cheney Room suite

The Cheney Room, furnished and given for the use of women
students in 1878 has served ever since as the locus of all that existed
as women student's activity at M,I,T., It is loved and complained about
in equal portions by the older students for whom it 1s a symbol of the
past independence of the M,I.,T, coed, With the shift of center from the
Cheney Room to the dormitory, the suite has become, even more than in the
past, the special stamping ground of a fairly small group of students who
live off-campus and who have become congenial, Since the completion of
the first section of McCormick Hall we have watched carefully to see to
what extent these rocms would continue to be used, and what changes would
emerge in the pattern of how they would be used, The only pronounced
differences observed in the use of the facilities in Cheney Room are
1) that the lockers formerly used by nearly all freshmen living on Bay
State Road and by other non-resident students living at a distance from
the Institute are now used exclusively by the commuting students; 2) that
few of the students living in McCormick Hall use the lounge or study facil-
ities in Cheney suite except in hour breaks between clssses since their
dormitory is nearby and far more attractive, It is now clear that even
Lf all single undergraduate women were to be housed on campus by next
year, the suite would still be a vital area for student life since it
remains the center for non-resident women students, graduate and under-
sraduate, regular and special, who now comprise 647% of our women student
population, Ye may assume that there will continue to be a significant
number of commuting undergraduate women both because of the national trend
for early marriage and the continuation of women's education to ccmplietion
after marriage and because of the spiraling cost of higher education that
is expected to increase the number of young people who will be able to
finance college only by attending a local institution and living with their
parents, It is also probable that there will be an increase rather than
decrease in the number of non-resident graduate and special women students
since among them the proportion of married students 1s considerably higher
than in the regular undergraduate group, and because many will continue to
live in shared apartments as an economy measure,

For commuters the Cheney suite serves some of the purposes
of the NRSA building: it is the place where one can study between classes,
rest in case of minor indispositions, fix coffee or eat a lunch frcm home,
bathe and change clothes after classes befcre an evening social event,
More importantly it often provides the only pied-a-terre for these women
within our predcminantly male institution. The lounge of the Cheney suite
further serves as the meeting place for the Association of Women Students
and as the on-campus place where staff members may meet informally with
groups of students for social or student government purposes, It could
well be adapted to use for the talks, lectures and even mcvies of special
interest to women which we hope to be able to offer as we work to develop
a sense of community among the women students,
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At this time, the entire suite is in poor condition for the
many important functions it must fill, The locker, toilet, and bathing
facilities are in need of modernizing. The six bays of precious space so
choicely located could be far more effectively used if several basic struce
tural changes were carried out, All of the areas are improperly illumi-
nated for the activities to be carried on in the suite and all badly
need redecorating and refurnishing if we are to use this space fcr our long
range plans,

The administration has recently approved plans to carry the
extensive refurbishing necessary, and it is estimated that the suite will
be fully adequate to meet the needs of the non-resident women for the next
10-15 years, and that it will also handsomely complement the house-based
programs by serving the more general needs of AWS and the total women stu-
dent body,

McCormick Hall

The importance of McCormick Hall in the history of women at
M,I,T. can scarcely be exaggerated, Again and again in personal inter-
views in the Dean's office individual girls say how much it means to
them to live in such attractive quarters, how much better they are able to
study than in their former rooms or apartment, how much they enjoy the
opportunity of knowing more upperclassmen, and so forth, However McCormick
Hall really provides far more than these physical benefits, In spite of the
residual resentments in some quarters, the overall lift it has given the
morale of the women is tremendous, It symbolizes in a very real sense
President Stratton's statement at the dedication of McCormick Hall that

M,I.T. has accepted its "unique opportunities and special responsibility
to contribute to the education of women in our modern world',

Extra-curricular activitiesLattd-curricularactivities

Women students are welcomed or tolerated in many of the clubs
and organizations of the Institute, For many girls it is still difficult
to knock on the door of an all-male group unless she has a special male
friend inside the group or unless she can find one or two other girls to

go with her to storm the bastion, Because of the tight scheduling, and’
the small and intensely individual make-up of the wcmen, it is cften not
possible for a girl to get others to join her. In spite of the diffi-
culties, however, scme girls do find their way into the musical organiza-
tions, the drama workshops, and onto the staff of various Tech publications.
As a rule they have not been inclined to set up ccmmittees or clubs or act-
ivities on their own, though in the recent past the student Art Show, Angel
Flight, the Cheer Leaders, and the Ccmmunity Service Organization have all
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received their impetus from coeds, Nevertheless, the numbers involved
are so small that it is still newsworthy when a coed is elected to Beaver
Key, or sits as’concertmistress in the orchestra, It will continue to
be so for some time to come,

Athletic Program

There are no physical education requirements for women at
1.I.T. A few girls find their way to the Du Pont Center, but in the past
there has been no particular effort made to bring them into the athletic
program, Mr, Smith is extremely interested in helping the Women develop
thelr own group activities, teams, and classes for learning individual
skills, and he has been encouraging those who show an interest in sports
to set up their own A*As*“In preliminary talks about the direction the
recreation program for women might take, he explained the difficulties
in attempting to convert various parts of the established program for
coeducational participation, As in other areas we are again confronted
with the problem of excessive expenditure if we set up an independent pro-
gram for so few women, and the fear that places given to women in class
instruction or on playing fields or in scheduling facilities for their
use will essentially "take away' something that rightfully belongs to the
men, Given the prevailing philosophy, and the limitations of time, space,
and budget that the Athletic Department faces, it would seem completely
reasonable to do our best to find ways and means to set up independent
facilities and instruction for women as soon as possible,

Counseling and Placement

All of the non-academic counseling resources are as avail-
able to women students as to men, liomen, too, have access to the ser=

vices of the deans, the psychiatric division of the medical department,
and the religious advisers, as well as to freshmen advisers or registra-
tion officers, and their ¢lassroom instructors, Many girls who have
corresponded with Mr, Leggett or been interviewed by him for admission
have later found him a particularly interested personal friend on the
staff, Mr, Chalmers provides the specialized kinds of wisdom, inform
ation, and skills needed by so many foreign students, and Mr. Frailey
and his staff are always willing to discuss financial difficulties,
The Institute is fortunate in having as its deans of residence and
student affairs four men of unusual warmth and kindliness y who make {it
evident from their administrative decisicns as well as by their words
that they have a genuine regard for the wcmen students and a deep inter=-
est in their well being, In addition to all of these "official" persons,
many faculty and staff wives and alumnae in the area have extended hos-
pitality and involved themselves informally to a greater or lesser extent
in the causes, problems, and needs of women students, As of this year
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Professor and Mrs. Bryant have been added as another source of helpful
ness and mature guidance. Some girls turn to only one or two of these
people over the course of their years at M,I1.,T,; some make the rounds
to all or nearly all of these advisers; some seem to have used none.
We shall want to continue to have a number of different kinds of people,
serving in different capacities to help when help 1s wanted and in ways
appropriate to the particular situation and particular student. We shall
want to be careful not to seem to force ourselves in any way upon stu-

dents, but we will need to make equally sure that there is not a quiet
"lost" group who feel there 1s no place to turn or who lack the initia-
tive to find some interested adult with whom to talk. We probably need,
especially as the Institute grows, to have some fairly routine though
not necessarily formal procedure for keeping each other informed about
how many and which offices or staff members are working with a given stu-
dent.

The special problems that arise for all college seniors, such
as applications for fellowships and admission to graduate schools, cr
applications and interviews (recruitments) for jobs, are primarily hand-
led by Mr, Harrington and his associates Mrs, Howe and Mrs, Yates, The
senior year is a particularly crucial time for women students, as it is
between college and graduate training that the second greatest loss of
women to the professions takes place. We might well want to look into
the possibility of having some special counseling of our women in the
whole area of "planning the next step' during the fall term of the final
year, It might prove profitable to have a committee comprised of Mr,
Harrington, a few interested faculty members from different courses, and
members of the Dean's Office who would work together to provide senior
wcmen with information particularly applicable to their situations.

Graduate women are technically entitled to the same counseling
facilities as undergraduates. However, they do not as a rule avail them-
selves of these facilities. Some admittedly do not desire or feel the
need for any individual counseling outside that which they receive from
their registration officer or through other faculty contacts. Many,
however, have seemed grateful this year for even the most routine atten-
tion from the Dean's Office and have expressad surprise and pleasure at
being asked for an interview, In their initial conferences with lirs,
Mattfeld;first year graduate women were unaware of the existence of
Cheney Rcom and uninformed about the procedure for joining the Drama
Workshop, the Choral Society, or using athletic facilities. This can be
remedied another year by a welcoming letter to new graduate students fol=-
loved by an appointment with the Dean early in the academic year, Few
had realized that they were free to come to talk to Mrs. Mattfeld and had

assumed she was "for the undergraduates only." They, more often than .the
younger students, initiated discussions about combining advanced study
and marriage and about combining professional responsibilities with those
of a family. As a group graduate women are intensely involved in their
studies and are anxious to think through and satisfactorily resclve the
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contemporary dilemma of the professional wcman so that they can contribute
to their field with the minimum of interruption, To this end they welcome
conversation and advice along the way. It is significant that as many grad-
uate women as undergraduate answered the AWS questionnaire asking for an
expression of support for the conference on Women in Science. In replying,
almost all took the trouble to write well-thought-out comments on the pro-
posed topics and many volunteered their services, The suggestion of inform-
al gatherings of graduate women with recent employed graduates, Radcliffe
Institute scholars, and young women working in their particular disciplines
at M,I,T, and elsewhere in the Boston area was received enthusiastically,

Ge MJ.I.T's Atmosphere-the On-Campus Attitudes Toward Women as students

Women who study at M,I,T, at this time are unavoidably subjected to a
dichotomy of attitude on the part of the male student body and of the staff,
On one hand a large portion of the male students regards them with some com-
bination of hostility and condescension, or dismisses them categorically
with amused disdain, Scme faculty and students are indifferent to women

Seudonts PAH Johnson's TasyFrescHErlILTLL) cooled simply are not to betaken seriously. Other, fellow students are staunch supporters and admirers

of them, D fui?¢

Unfortunately, the loudest voices raised about M,I,T. women are those
of undergraduate men who popularize the "typical coed” image, and let it
be known that they prefer the "Wellesley type.' These, assuming the women
to be incompetent, unnatural, and intruders, disparage or disregard the
wemen's efforts to participate in anything from lab experiments to student
organizations (although the girls' coolie labor is accepted willingly).
Their influence can be damaging. As one senior woman said the other day,
"Hew well or how badly a girl does at M,I,T. often depends a lot on what
kind of a guy she gets to date her first year. If he tears down the ins-
titute all the time , or says things like 'Vomen haven't any business in
science, ' or 'lUhat the heck are you doing here? You don't belong at M,I,T.’
or things like that, she usually ends up in trouble. If he builds her up
and lets her know he thinks she's wonderful, and that it's great that she's
going into science or engineering, she does well," These latter men, msny
of them graduate students, do not often speak out, They enjoy finding
women with whom they can ''really talk! and with whom they have a lot in
common '‘as people,’ They date and eventually often marry their i,I,T. coeds
or women like them, The importance of the encouragement they give our women
students is hard to measure because this kind of attitude so often leads to

successful relationships between individuals rather than to the public de-
monstration or acclamation of their negative counterparts, Nevertheless it
Is a positive force at work in the M,I,T, community and one which we should
foster in every way that we can, This is the stuff out of which tcmorrcw
will be fashioned.
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Women students rarely speak of being the butt of direct attack by
their inetructors, though certain courses are reported to be unfriendly
to women, They do feel that in the past there have been gross inequities
between the gift and loan avards made to men and women, They complain
quite a lot, as do the boys, about the lack of interest and availability
of many freshmen advisors and registration officers. They vigorously
criticize the scarcity and inadequacy of academic advice on matters such
a8 planning course loads, discussing sequences of courses, or evaluating
the pros and cons of changing from one course to another. A number feel
the lack of provision for individual tutoring or remedial work, and of
basic writing and speed reading courses. In short y ''total independence
in the academic realm does not seem helpful or desirable to them.

The sense that the women undergraduates are often in fact a cherished
elite rather than a deprived minority is in certain respects true. When
some undergraduate men complain that only the coeds and the graduate stu-
dents get any of the faculty's limited time or counseling, there may be
at least a few grains of truth hidden in that overstatement, Girls are
often the only students to be known by name to most of their instructors
and administrators in an Institute so large that this is not commonplace,
In some ways, the girls, individually and as a group have seem singled out
for kid glove or red carpet treatment-almost as though in compensation for
those areas of Institute policy that are discriminating or neglectful,
Perhaps it is because as individuals, faculty and staif members kave been
so concerned about the lack of women adviscrs » the limited program, and

the poer housing arrangements for undergraduate coeds that they and their
wives have given time and personal attention far exceeding that received
by the undergraduate men to coeds, The students are well aware of this.
Cver the years only a few girls have exploited this unique status, while
most have profitted greatly and have been deeply appreciative of the care
expended on them, Nevertheless one cannot help being sympathetic to the
tinge of annoyance and jealousyoftheboys who feel that the coeds get
special TLC, special leniency and exceptional treatment frem the adminis-
trative decisions, and now special housing in McCormick Hall. Some of this
quality of "specialness' may have to be lost as the pregram for women is
expanded and as their place within the Institute beccmes more assured and
more ccmparable to the men's, Ue should expect soze natural balking from
the women students who have been here longest as we move in this direction.
Je shall need to be sympathetic to the inevitable emotional over-reactions
of students who, among us during these transitional years vhen changes a-e
taking place so rapidly, look back with nostalgia to a golden past.

Perhaps we should really make it our goal to give all of our students-
graduate and undergraduate girls, namely, the sense that they are known
and valued as single unique individuals, though they receive their instruc-
tion in a large institution, Perhaps this is the difference between educa-
tion and merely training people.



H, M.I.T's Atmoasnhere-The Emnloi—ent of Professional Voran by the
Institute,

What do M.I.T's policies and practices convey to the public and to
our graduates abcut the Institute's implicit attitude toward wcmen's place
in science and engineering? How do tha2se policies and practices affect
the attitudes of the student body? We have spoken earlier in this paper
about the indirect statement of policy that is represented and communicated
by the quota on the admission of women and the reluctance to establich a

genuinely coeducational program, The absence of women on the regular faculty
of the physical and life science courses and the inconsequential number on
the academic and administrative staff, are incontestable evidence that as
an institution of higher learning we have little faith in their ability,
It is misleading to emphasize that M,I.T. has 85 women on the academic
staff (see Chart IV, page 26-a), Only ten hold regular faculty appoint-
ments, and all but one of these teach in Modern Languages, Humanities, and
Economics (the exception is an Associate Professor in Food Technology).
Only 23 of the 85 hold the Ph.D, » and 30 of this total are registered grad-
uate students whose financial aid is partly pay from some kind of assistant-
ship in the Institute, Those who are employed in the "hard" sciences scar-
cely ever have teaching responsibilities, This means that our men students
find nothing at M.I,T, that runs counter to their high school convictions
about women, They can take from Tech, unchallenged, whatever prejudices
they entered with, and feel comfortable because of the tacit assent MeleZe
has given. It means more than this for our women students » who hope to
combine their interests in math or engineering etc, with an interest in
people; although teaching is the obvious combination of these intorests ’
there is no visable incentive to beccme a college teacher orf Gdt wonen
students, Even the woméa who comprise the lowest echelons of the staf
are, for the most part, not encountered by students, and, as a result,
their presence is virtually unfelt,

Our graduate and undergraduate women and men need to observe and know
wemen who are actively, successfully, and visably involved in the work that
the Institute values most highly-teaching and research in the sciences and
engineering, As one senior said recently, "Next to my husband's encourage-
ment the thing that has really made me get excited about being admitted to
graduate school and going on for a Ph,D, was getting to know Mrs. X, a re=~

search associate in my department. She has a doctorate, and is married,
and has two wonderful little boys, She works 40 hcurs a week, but she
comes in late so she can get her work at home done first, and she works at
nights too. She has just the kind of life I'd like in 5 or LO years, and
it makes all the difference to know that it really is possible!" The
absence of women who can serve as models to our women students as they ven=-

ture into these areas that our country has so consistently labeled "men only"
For several generations is a serious lack,
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The establishment of the Mauzé-Rockefeller Chair for a visiting woman
professorship 1s a real "break through" in this regard, and it should be
urged that those responsible for filling the post decide upon a woman pro-
minent in mathematics or the physical sciences rather than one distinguished
in the social sciences or the humanities » 1f the appointment is to be maxi-
mally beneficial to the enviromment of our community, The fund established
by Mrs. Edwin Webster and the Rockefeller Brothers Foundation to enable us
to bring outstanding women to lecture at M.I.T, will also be invaluable,
This fund will first be drawn upon to bring to M,I,T, at least one of the
scholars participating in the Conference on Women in Science and to support
her research, We hope that its availability will encourage the AWS and
other student organizations, and perhaps also individual departments, to
invite outstanding women to speak, hot about being professional women, but
about their work or research.

The presence of first rate women on the regular faculty would be of
Inestimable value in breaking down old prejudices against women in science,
The false stereotypes of career woman carried in the minds of so many men
would give way as faculty and students work as colleagues and students of
these women, This would in turn help improve the M,I,T. environment for
women, and would send out into the field some additional men who could
serve as leaven in the lump as our gociety struggles to adapt itself to
the new demands upon men and women,



II, Goal for the future: A comprehensive and boldly experimental program
for educating and re~educating women for professional participaticn
in science and engineering,

It 1s not possible to say whether fifty or a hundred years from now
the opening of McCormick Hall (gift of an alumna, not an alumnus; not a
regular part of the residence building program) will be viewed as having
been merely the final gesture of the Institute's having discharged its
minimum obligation to those women whom it has admitted to its courses
of instruction, or whether it will seem to have ushered in a new era at
M.I.T.. We can, of course, simply decide to construct another tower as
a twin to the first in McCormick Hall, to limit the number of women in

succeeding years according to the capacity of the completed dormitory,
and to continue almost automatically along the familiar and well worn
paths that we have taken for the better part of a century, But another
possibility is open to us, We could decide to depart from precedents;
we could take a long hard look at the prognosis for our nation and our
world, and could then set out on an uncharted course-a new venture- an

experiment in the grand M,I.T. tradition,

The Problem

As a nation we have historically, and in the present, given lip
service to the notion that it is desirable and important to the welfare
of our society that every individual be permitted maximum self-realization,
In general, higher education has been found to go hand in hand with greater
stability of the family and greater economic security, There is now a
growing literature that reveals that women who have had advanced education
and are professionally active are better than average mothers. Women are
working in increasing numbers and percentages, The Bureau of Labor Statris-
tics anticipates that during the 70's several million women will leave their
housework and their volunteer jobs to beccme remuneratively employed. In
1962 one half of the women between the ages of 45-54 were working at paid
jobs. It has been found that the more education a woman has had, the more
likely she is to be employed, and this correlation is particularly high
for women in science.

Studies of our country's needs indicate a rapidly increasing shortace
of personnel, especially in the professional ranks, in mathematics and the
sciences, in medicine, mental health, and teaching at all levels, It is
expected that about Jo of this shortage will have to be met by women-the
rest from talent discovered and developed in people now in lower socio-
economic groups, Yet in this crucial time the percentage of women receiv-
ing degrees, and the percentage active in their prcfessions, has declined
since 1937, and has only just begun to climb slowly, Among the reasons cited
oy experts in the field for this seeming anomaly are:



1) the earlier age of marriage and the increased pressures upon girls to
get married quickly;

2) combined with this, the oft-repeated statement to adolescent girls that
"it doesn't really matter what you think you want to do, or what you
choose to major in because you'll just get married and have children
anyway''; the correlated steady decline in motivation through the high
school and college years, and the inability to mobilize the personal
commitment necessary to complete advanced degrees or become deeply
Interested in any field:

3) the tendency of professional and graduate schools and their fellowship
committees to limit enrollment and financial aid to women because of

the high drop out rate in this group they have experienced in the past;

4) the reluctance of academic institutions to hire women on their faculties
at all, or to hire them on equal promotion and pay scales;

5) the resistance of business and industry to experiment with lengths of
working day or times of shifts that would enable women to adjust their
family and professional responsibilities:

5) the persistence of the attitude that it is somehow natural and womanly
to be active outside the heme in volunteer do-goodery, but abnormal,
unwomanly, even destructive to marriage and the family for a woman to
be active in a profession, especially a scientific one:

7) the tenacity with which women, even more than men, cling to the unlovely
stereotype of the professional woman:

3) the absence of "models", attractive and happy women, who are professisn-
ally active while enjoying marriage and motherhood, or who have found
satisfactory alternation and combination between domestic and academic
fulfillment,

The combined effect of these and other related factors is that many
of the depressant forces known to affect personality, motivation, and even
the measurable ability of minorities are present in the environment for the
maturing girl, The uncertainty of personal worth, the lack of successfu:
people of one's own kind to emulate, and the lack of the usual human incen-
tives of approval, recognition, and remuneration comparable to that received
by one's fellows make it seem to most women scarcely worth the effort™'buck
the system,

So much for the negative, There is much in ferment. In our technolo-
gically determined lives there are fewer and fewer activities which logi-
cally can continue to be understood as extensions of specifically male and



female roles. (And, lest we spend too much apprehension or regret about
that, one need only take a bird's eye view of social history to see how
continuous the changes have been in what has been considered appropriate
man's or woman's work, or dress, or areas of social responsibility, )
There are break-throughs, or break-downs, of older ways of thought going
on all around us-men teaching nursery school and serving as nurses, men

sharing household responsibilities, women contributing substantially to
the family income, women programming for computers, practicing medicine,
running laboratories, At the same time there is a growing acceptance of
the otherness and complementarity of the two sexes y and here and there
one hears prophetic voices who speak for unlimited possibilities of a
future in vhich the special qualities of mind and spirit of both sexes
are harnessed together to draw the responsibilities of the human race in
every arena of activity, It should be asked whether the time has not
come when the needs of our society for all kinds of human excellence-in-
cluding the trained intellect and the educated heart-are not so acute as

to require new vision and perception in viewing men and women's education
in the light of a lifetime of participation in society. There is a new
critical note sounded when men ask whether women have not earned merely
the rights but also the debts to society incurred by education, franchise,
and earning power. But women must not be too quick to accept the criti-
cism as being wholly justified simply because of their history of limited
dierct contributions to the sciences, humanities, and the arts.

In this century-plus of higher education for women, the ways and
times in which a woman has received formal education, and the ways and
times in which she has "made use’ of that education together with her
self-instruction have always been measured against a yardstick of the
customary patterns of ;men's, learning, men's employment, and men's family
responsibilities? Thasd™ ls ‘a growing appreciation of the fact that there
truly are modes of thought, approaches to problem solving, kinds of humor,
anger, pity, and concern, peculiar to woman and deeply rooted in her nature.
These are coupled with her different tempo of maturation, her different
periods of heavy and less heavy responsibility to the nurturing of off-
spring, her different times of day, and indeed of life, that are available
to her for giving care, interest , and energies to those outside the home.
[f society is to draw upon woman's reserves in new ways and receive the
benefits of adding the second dimension to every area of life-to all that
affects the human future-it will have to stop reckoning the success of
an education by such inadequate means as estimating the number of years
of paid employment that follow the completion of a degree. And if women
are to continue to claim for themselves the rights of social and legal
equality they must recognize and assume their share of the responsibility
to themselves and to our times to find the ways and means to develop their
individual capabilities to the fullest and to utilize them maximally.



Finally, we must scrupulously avoid any continuation of artificial
warfare between the old Adam and the old Eve. Our society today cannot
tolerate second class citizenry or the special exceptions of the drone
for either sex. We must constantly affirm that whatever reforms or im-
proves the educational opportunities for one portion of the population
cannot help but be beneficial to the whole. The problem of keeping
trained persons abreast of changes and developments in their fields in
this period when knowledge is outdated so very quickly is acute for both
men and women, Many educators speak of the imminent necessity for peri-
odic retraining throughout life, We are entering a period in which men
‘on the job" as well as women raising young children will need special
part-time study at both pre and post-doctoral levels, The desirability
of working to discard outworn "men only" or "women only" labels for the
professions must be stressed, Boys as well as girls now make career
decisions on the basis of what they have been brought up to think of as
men's or women's professions instead of on the basis of what the unique
combination of talents, traits, and interests inherent within the partic-
ular being leads naturally into his or her becoming as a person, Many,
many men as well as women live out lives in occupations for which they
are ill-suited temperamentally, or which use only a fraction of their
capacities and capabilities, For such people life seems to give far from
full measure; the individual is less a spouse, a parent, or a contributing
member of the community for the miscasting, and society, no less than the
Individual, 1s the loser. For many people the full acceptance of sexual
identity resolves late adolescent phases of conflict over dependence and
Independence, learning and achievement, the choice of field, and the find-
Ing of a mate, There needs to be provision for such men and women of high
intelligence to complete unfinished formal education and to supplement

earlier training in preparation for a change of field or specialization.al whisker
2hronotogical Time of 7 "~ afspcteiale 7 The Ct1icumsiance&amp;f7%eSoar ‘culan fe of Yhe gr iintan
Goals for a proposed program

As we proceed to consider the future place of women within M,I.T. we
should keep in mind the long tradition of leadership that the Institute
has maintained in scientific and technological education, and the innova-
ting role it assumed when it was the first technological institution in
the country to enroll a woman student and to employ a woman as a member

of the teaching faculty, We should accept the challenge implicit in the
problem outlired in the preceding section, and at this time set up a pro=
gram that is imaginative, flexible, and vigorous enough to meet the chal-
lenge. Regardless of the final form or structure we may decide upon for
such a program, let us accept and publically acknowledge that among our
Intentions for the program would be our concern that M,I.T.:



1) counteract in every way possible prejudices and stereotypes that warp
or stunt individual development and that obstruct the full participation
of men and women in the professions:

2) add to the knowledge of women's as well as men's scientific potential-
ities, This might be accomplished by a variety of means-by careful study
of the lives, the characteristics of personality and intelligence of lead-
Ing scientists and our own graduates; by seeking to discover and evaluate
the degree to which the educational institution can mitigate the negative
cultural forces on young wcmen preparing to enter professions in science
and engineering; by actively identifying and drawing attention to areas
of science for which women's intrinsic endowments would be particularly
valuable:

3) develop a cohesive and sizable community of women students and scholars
of unusually high scientific ability and create an environment for them
that would provide optimal conditions for study and for full self-real-
ization, Ve would expect the positive benefits for the members of such
a community to be great, Ue would also observe with interest the effect
of its existence upon the Institute's and the public's opinions of the
acceptability of women's place in the sciences.

The Proposed Program

The following proposed program is of considerable scope. Although
only the general outlines are sketched here, each aspect could be elabor-
ated upon quite fully if there should be sufficient interest to warrant
further discussion of the ideas, Actuelly much if not all of the program
Is latent in existing practices at M.I.T, and represents natural outgrowth
of them, Nevertheless, because of the history of the Institute, and be-
cause of the relatively small number of women who would be involved at
each level, we would undoubtedly have to obtain special funds to initiate
and sustain it, It is possible that the national impact of the creation
of such a comprehensive program at this moment in our country's history
would be tremendous, The idea that the educational resources of the
finest technological institution in the country could be made available
to women in a program designed to meet their special needs and interests
is an exciting one.

Under graduate Program

We should plan to allow the number of undergraduates to increase until
we have in effect a small college of perhaps 400-600, or even 800, i.e.
two or three houses, It would, In effect, be an "honors college' of girls
unusually able in math and science, who have strongly developed professional



goals, Ue can safely assume that for reasons developed earlier in this
paper, there would be no genuine threat of a great landslide of qualified
applicants at this time, no danger of the ladies''taking over" by outnum-
bering the men, Ue should be able to malie it clear to our community that
the Institute would continue to educate its 900 or so young men per class,
but that it has undertaken to educate a statistically significant number
of gifted young women as well as an additional responsibility to the wel-
fare of the nation, It could be pointed out that this would evidence
our faith in the value of training women in the sciences, that it would
create a pleasanter and healthier environment for the total student body,
and that it would serve the national good by allowing us to study the
problems of the education and contributions of women in science more
closely.

It might be most effective in terms of raising funds and of realizing
the goals stated above 1f we were actually to establish such a college
officially with attendant fanfare and publicity in advance rather than by
simply letting it evolve through the gradual increase of numbers and facil-
ities over long years, Such a move might also allow us to bypass much of
the negative effect of our old image and give us a fresh start, In view

of the admissions picture at other such "honors colleges', for example, ,, &amp;
Radcliffe or Swarthmore, we should have no difficulty in culling from/our
nation's exceptional young women who are scientifically talented a suffi-
cient number to enable our little Athena to spring fully armed frcm the
head of her M.I,T. Zeus, Many of the ways in which we would implement
such an undergraduate college are discussed in Part I in the sections
dealing with financial aid, athletic facilities, recreational activities
residential and AUS programs, counseling, and placement. Others such as
perscnnel needs and structure within the M,I,T. would require’ ween cogi-
tation and discussion,end co’ rot be Tatio wh Aer

Graduate Program

The situation at the graduate level is quite different from that at
the undergraduate level. It seems unfortunate that so few colleges are
aware of the hospitable attitude of the M,I,T. faculty toward women as
graduate students, We need to alert colleges and undergraduate depart-
nents of universities to this fact, and to attract more outstanding womet
to the Institute, If, as many faculty and students feel, the best teaching
and the most rewarding personal contacts at M,I.T, take place at the grad-
aate level, and since our facilities and faculty can scarcely be matched,
we should be able and interested in drawing attention to the fact that
women as well as men have access to this excellence, Discrete publicity

and the endowment of a few special fellowships for women would be extremely
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Once here graduate women need to be able to feel a part of the Ins-

titute, and to be provided for in ways mentioned under Part I-especially
with reference to residence, social activity, counseling, and placement,

Cooperative arrangements with other Institutions

Since there are so few science ma jors at Wellesley and Radcliffe
and so few women in the Harvard graduate science departments, we might
well invite these women to share any special counseling and placement
facilities, and regularly invite them to AWS sponsored activities, lec-
tures and so on,

We might build on the success of the Bryn Mawr approval of senior
year at M,I,T., and encourage more active lines of communication with
quality colleges having limited offerings in math and science who might
regularly recommend for transfer to us exceptionally gifted majors who
have exhausted the course offerings of their institution, We could, in
exchange, consult with them about accepting M.I.T. coeds who for good
reasons wish to transfer to a liberal arts college and may have the sort
of uneven record discussed in section I,page 15.

Some day we might even consider a five year bachelor's program in
which students would meet our requirements for undergraduate speciali-
zation and take more humanities courses along the way, If such a day
were to come, we might well look into greater flow between Harvard-Rad-
cliffe and M,I,T. as a way to give wider course choice to students in both
institutions,

We might want to set up a joint research program with other leading
institutions that educate women in appreciable numbers in the sciences
and support studies of their life patterns and contributions to civic
causes and to their professions.

fle might publish scme kind of joint roster of women who have been
graduated with advanced degrees in science and engineering fields from
one hundred or so top Institutions, Such a file could contain name and

present address, fields of study at each level, experience, and the kind
of position wanted by those presently unemployed, This could be of grea-
value to industries and academic institutions all over the country for
whom there are immediate shortages of trained people for certain kinds of
jobs,
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Continuing education and retooling

Over the last five years there has been renewed enthusiasm for adult
education in the new guises of "part time study," 'retraining programs’
and''continuing education programs,' Just as M,I,T. has for years quietly
heen ''identifying"” and educating bright young people from what it has now
&gt;eccme fashionable to call ''disadvantaged' backgrounds, so it has also,
wsithout fanfare or publicity, long permitted individuals with special
educational requirements to carry full or partial course loads as special
students, The self-supporting foreign student who works full time and
rakes six years to complete the B.,S,.,, the woman's college graduate who
na jored in Classics and now needs four science courses to qualify for
nedical school, the laboratory technician who needs one or two courses
to qualify for transfer to another department, the widow who graduated
frecm a state university fifteen years ago and wants to take a course in

computer programming in order to qualify for a job and support herself-
1ll these are within our gates, and have been for some time, It would
not represent any major change in policy to consider such special stu-
dents as being enrolled in specific aspects of our over-all program for
women, To call attention to our flexibility in these matters in cur
oublications and publicity at this time would of course increase the
aumber of women requesting admission on this basis, and quite possibly
work a hardship on the offices that process such applications, If we
were to include in the projected program for women one branch of opera-
sions that could handle the interviewing and advising of these women,
we could separate the merely cursury or frivolous from the serious adult
student who needs and deserves the opportunity to go farther with her
educaticn,

M.I.T, already has a long history of tailoring programs to the needs
ard abilities of the individual, Unlike other schools it seems never to
nave assumed that anything less than a full load would reflect lack of
genuine interest and commitment, If we were to add special funds for
financial awards to special students we would be in a uniquely excellent
bosition to enable the highly talented and motivated younger woman who
Ls either at that period of her life when her home responsibilities are
at their heaviest, or supporting herself by a job, to complete unfinished
aducation, to continue slowly towards an advanced degree, or to keep abreast
with her field (continuing education) by taking a course or two a vear iude-
pendently.

We could also make it possible for the older woman (married or single)
wno must be retrained before she can return to a field for which she was

trained some years ago, or who is ready to prepare herself to «-rer a new

discipline or attempt cross-disciplinary study, to obtain the n.:essary
additional education at either the graduate or the undergraduate level,
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The Institute has fcr some years offered short, intensive summer
refresher courses for its graduates, 7Tais major effort of M.I.T. to
help its graduates keep breast of the latest cavelromerts in thelr fields
might be extended in ways particularly adapted to the situation of alum-
nae who are raising families, One of the recommendations of the Committee
on Education of the President's Commission on Women was that educational

Institutions ''assume interest and responsibility for helping alumnae main-
tain competence and commitment during tae years at home," and that "math-
ematics and the natural sciences, with their acute shortage of talent at
various levels, need special study before programs can be developed to
meet women's needs for flexibility and frequent updating in the face of
rapid change in the disciplines," M,I.T. is a natural institution to
act upon both suggestions, and, given such a program as we propose, would
be especially well suited to experiment along these lines,

It would be imperative to provide specialists who could counsel and
screen the applicants for admission under such a program. If admitted
to our "special student! category, we would have to accept the responsi-
bility for helping these women work out individual solutions to such pro-
blems as assessing just how "obsolete' their earlier training might have
become, selecting courses, evaluating their interests, talents, and aca-
demic abilities, Special counseling facilities could familiarize them
with the range of alternatives that would open up to them in employment
and volunteer work if they completed additional training, and could assist
them in working out realistic long range goals.

We would be in touch with the Simmons Continuing Education Program,
the Wellesley Retraining Program in Chemistry, the Radcliffe Institute
for Independent Study, and the Radcliffe seminars, and could cooperate
in referral of students, and perhaps even in some joint counseling ser=-
vices. It is possible that in some fields there might be reason to offer,
under M,I.T., sponsorship, refresher courses for the students of these
Programs,

For this aspect of the program to be genuinely productive and serve
its purpose two things would be requirements-high standards of selection
for those admitted and funds for loans and gift awards to enable those
who would otherwise be unable to take advantage of the opportunity to
studv.,

As experiments are tried with training and retraining women in pro-
grams that depart frcm our traditional educational procedures and policies
we would want to keep careful records on all these whom we zelect for par-

ticipation, Ue should want to study this information periodicaily, and
make our findings available to the public and to those concerned with the
educational and career development of mature people.
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Alumnae

A system of continuing information about our woman graduates and
former students, and periodic and systematic contact with them, would
have many advantages.

For example, we could learn a great deal about the relevance of
our kind of education for the later life of our women, M.I.T. seems to

have espoused the kind of teaching that emphasizes problem solving abil-
ity and independence of thought together with fundamental attitudes and
approaches toward learning that will survive technological change, This
would seem to make an M,I,T, education well suited to the gifted and
highly motivated women who must interrupt their professional activity
while their children are young, and re-enter their fields later, It would
be of great interest to know if some who hold M,I.T, degrees have found
this to be so,

We would also profit from complete information about their experiences
in finding employment, the titles or positions they have held, descriptions
of their actual duties while employed, length of periods of employment and
unemployment, reasons for retirement or dismissal, reasons and time of
actual or anticipated return to work, salary, hours, and so forth, Not
only could such information be useful to us, but it might also provide
data that would help "determine more precisely exactly to what extent the
flexibility in training and employment needed by vcmen (with families)
is inimical" to the work of the professions which are reported to have
the greatest labor deficiencies, We could well set up at the same time
a double file-one, a roster of all our bachelors degree and higher degree
holders, their present whereabouts, employer, wish to change positions,
and so on; and the other, a file by field of the same group, Such inform-
ation would be on file with the placement service and could be made avail-
able to prospective employers. It could also be used to supply first hand
evidence of women's employment patterns, the actual part-time and full time
employment of our degree holders, kinds of special arrangements made for
part-time studv and work, and so on,

In conjunction with a study of the individual solutions to the pro-
blems of family and professional commitment found by M,I,T, alumnae, one
might conduct some study groups among personnel managers in the Bostecn
area to acquaint them with the anticipated shcrtages in the professions,
to discuss the successful use of professionally trained women in certain
businesses or industries, and to give an cpportunity to these men to
study and consider in group sessions the problems they find most trouble=
some about hiring women, If well conducted, such sessions might lead
to changes in established negative attitudes, and might also iclp =o cell
cerinz original ideas of ways in which women might be utilized profession-
ally with greater satisfaction both to employer and employee, Perhaps it
would even be possible to interest certain industries in setting up exper-

forth
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imental situation to try various of these new proposals, or to test out

various hypotheses of such study groups.

Some follow up on women who begin but do not ccmplete degrees would
be interesting and worthwhile, As with women who marry and do not ever
work for pay in their fields,our "drop-outs" are not necessarily dead
losses, Since very nearly half of the women we have admitted in the last
ten years have not completed the B.S. at M,I,T,, the drop-out group is a
significant one, We would be interested in knowing how many of these
women completed their first degrees at another institution, how many have
been working without further formal training and at what sort of jobs and
so forth, Perhaps it is worth reminding ourselves now and then that in
an age so affected by science and technology that whatever education our

'drop-outs' and unemployed graduates received here or elsewhere will affect
the aspirations and accomplishments of their children,

Research

It is abundently clear that there is place and reason for making care-
ful records, collection of data, and periodic published reports on each
aspect of the proposed program, This is essential not only in order that
we have some idea of where we have been and where we are going, but also
so that we can contribute to general nation-wide programs of research on

women's education and women's place in science and technology.

Contact and Study with Professional Wecmen

The various kinds of professional women who are or could be brought
into contact with undergraduate and graduate women, and some ways in which
this might be done have been included earlier, It is sufficient to repeat
at this point that while no woman should be given an appointment because
she is a woman, we could assume with considerable confidence that if M.I.T.
were to become known as an institution sympathetic to hiring women on its

teaching and administrative staffs, at least some female applicants of
qualifications comparable to those of our men would present themselves for
consideration.

Contacts with professional women outside the classroom and laboratory
are also of importance and have been dealt with in some detail in the sec-
tions on the present environment fcr wcmen at M,I.T, Among the groups men-
tirncd as being available are the professionally trained women employed
or participating in M.,I.,T. and Harvard programs and nearby industry, fac-
ulty wives who are professionally trained (especially those who are pro-
fessionally active), young alumnae and others in the academic communities,
businesses, and industries of the greater Boston area,


